
NEWSLETTER (15) – DEC 04…. From KIM in Cambodia xxx 
 

Hello family and friends….. Hope you are all ok as the season of 
goodwill is upon us again – so soon!!  Well I don’t think it will be a 
white Christmas for me here, so snow or not, I aim to spend the day 
in my Xmas hat being silly (as I was working last year!)  The order of 
the day is to entertain the people on the boat by wearing my Xmas 
hat and I may even sing to them all (the engine is very loud, so my 
dulcid tones may even sound ok!) – I will take the boat to Kratie, 
where I will join Virginia for a social cup of tea and slice of Xmas cake 
(thank you very much Betty!), before dragging Ivan and Karina to visit 
the rare irrawady dolphins that live in this part of the Mekong river.  
After an afternoon lazing on a boat we will head to the cold beer 
stand in Kratie to watch the sun set before going to a meal and party 
at Joes bar (We have the turkey & Crackers!), so I hope you all have 
a day to remember too! 
 
As promised, a brief run down of the fantastic holiday that I had with 
Clare…. Cambodia, Vietnam & Thailand…all in 21 days!  Cambodia was 
easy – I was the tour guide and all went smoothly as we saw the 
sights in Phnom Penh and travelled to Angkor Wat.  Vietnam was a 
whole new adventure, and that was just crossing the border…but once 
across, the roads were great and there were shops (yippee for me!)  
Clare and I did our own sightseeing before joining 

 
We loved it in Hoi An, but unfortunately the weather did not love us 
and it chose to rain for 2 days – spirits remained high as we spent 
more time in tailor shops, and did things that we really wanted to do 
– Clare went on a Vietnamese cooking class, whilst I took a bath!!! 

As part of the Intrepid ‘ Spirit of 
Vietnam’ tour we visited Saigon, 
including an outing to the remarkable 
Cu Chi tunnel network which was 
amazingly – the tunnels were so 
small, yet they had been widened for 
tourist size bottys!!  In Saigon we 
did lots; museums, shops, and visited 



(first in 14 months! – bliss!).  Hoi An had lots of fantastic 
restaurants and bars, so we had a few beers… I even went to a club, 
well I think it was a club – it was a room with some drunk Irish men 
in, Elise and I decided that we had been invited to someone’s bedroom 
– so we aptly named it Ben’s bedroom – and left. 
 
We travelled north by bus to the historic city of Hue, which is a lovely 
place, we did lots of sight seeing and stayed in a very nice hotel there 
too.  Taking a motorbike tour was a great thing to do, so the 15 of 
us hurtled through the narrow roads and got to see lots of things – 
monks chanting, temples, pagodas, tombs, making incense and conical 
hats – but it will be remembered by some from the time that I killed 
a chicken, well rather my driver did!!  From Hue we went further 
north to Hanoi – this time by taking the sleeper train, (a first for 
me!) it was kind of okay, but the rocking action was difficult to get 
used to, so not many people slept well. We were staying in luxury of 
the air-con soft bedded area which seemed so dreamy after seeing the 
seats in the normal carriage (during our visit to the restaurant car to 
buy beer!).  We unfortunately drank the train dry, so when we 
stopped at one station for a brief moment, I decided to leap off the 
train to buy lovely cold beer from the platform sellers, it was a tense 
moment as I stood on the platform trying to buy beer, whilst Clare 
hung out of the train ready to help pull me back on if the train 
started moving…..needless to say, we had plenty of time, but an 
adrenaline rush added to the fun of it (and nice cold beer made it all 
worthwhile!). 
 
The train arrived in Hanoi at 5am, we went to a nearby hotel to 
freshen up before breakfast and then moving on to Halong Bay – a very 
beautiful part of the world indeed!  We arrived around midday and 
boarded out chartered boat for an afternoon cruise that included a sea 
fish meal, and had a lovely day was had by all! 



 
So now, back in Chhlong with the holiday over and Christmas looming, I 
will update you on some things here – there are 2 new staff recently 
started: Karina is a petite 27yr old girl from Uruguay who is working 
in Chhlong for 6 months on a research project, and Ivan is a 32yr old 
guy from Uguanda who is working as a VSO volunteer in Kratie for 12 
months.  Everyone is very nice, I spend a fair bit of time with Karina 
as she has to go out to the villages, and as most of the English 
speaking staff are men, I go to help her with the girlie things – where 
to go to the toilet, where to shower, how to shower and most 
importantly where and what to eat! It is nice having someone new, 
however, I have been used to a nice little easy life, that it is now a 
little difficult to split my time between her, Judi and time to myself 
– but I do my best, and it is very early days!  We also have 3 new 
kittens; sparky, jeow (thief) and joopy (blackie) – they are cute! 
 
Last weekend, PFD Chhlong hosted a sports event – All Judi’s idea, 
and it was great.  We had several teams from Chhlong and Kratie 
playing Volleyball, Badminton and Boules – over 50 people in all, plus a 
party for everyone in the evening!  It was a real credit to Chhlong to 
host such a thing and it was fantastic, a real fun day!  It made the 
fact that we now start work at 7am bearable, as the practice paid off 
for the badminton teams at least, although Kratie teams thrashed the 
Chhlong teams at Volleyball.  Here is the team photo where I am easy 
to spot!: 

Halong Bay was incredible – this 
photo is as we were sailing back 
to the shore, a bewtifull 
sunset, to end a bewtifull 
day!!! We stayed one night in a 
freaky little hotel (with 
comedy furniture in all the 
rooms!) before heading back to 



 
So with little room on the e-mail left, I want to wish you a very 
happy Christmas and a wonderful start to 2005….Have a great time, 
and remember to keep in touch with me!!!  Love Kim x 

The Wildcats, Tigers, 
Elephants & Eagle 
teams consisted of: Back 
row - Bopha, Chantorn, 
Judi, Daly, Thara, 
Sydet, Sokhon, Setha, 
Yada, Chork, Sovann, 
Hoern, Seth, Ly, Thy,  


